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ABSTRACT

Damage to a shipping container for radioactive materials, resulting
from a 30-ft free fall is not totally predictable. Even in experimental
drops, there are too many variables for very uniform results.

By selecting one drop configuration, a method nan been developed for
predicting the deformation of a lead cylinder mathematically. A 30-ft
free fall of a lead cylinder landing on an unyielding surface with Its
longitudinal axis vertical dissipates more than 95Z of Its total kinetic
energy through plastic flow of the lead. The nethod was developed throcgh
numerical analysis by treating the cylinder as a number of discrete ele-
ments vhose dynamic properties were varied to simulate the changing geom-
etry o the cylinder as It deformtd. The calculation was proved experi-
mentally by dropping lead cylinders froa a prescribed height and coq>arlng
the results with those calculated.

Using the numerical analysis results to establish the behavior pat-
terns of the cylinders, a simplified mathematical model was established
which could be applied without using electronic computer*. This approach
was r.hen applied to a steel-jacketed radioactive weate shipping coatr.tner,
subjected to a 30-fc drop. Theoretical and experimental results agreed
well enough that the method should be considered valid for establishing
upper limits of expected damtge.

Damage to shielded shipping containers result-

ing from the various hypothetical accidents pres-

cribed by the United States Department of Transpor-

tation can be evaluated basically in only two ways.

The method usually considered most credible Is an

actual testing of the container or of a oodel. Al-

though the reproduclblllty of auch results m y be

subject to speculation, there can be little argu-

ment as to the validity of the measurements. Test-

ing Is a comnon way of gathering design Information,

but evsn if it is used, some calculational procedure

Is generally employed to arrive at s trial design.

Testing is an Integral part of the Infancy of most

analysis methods. However, as experience in the

behavior of the item accumulates and patterns are

established, one begins to realize that suitable,

though not extremely accurate, results can be ob-

tained by easier and cheaper means. Thus, mathemat-

ical analysis begins to be accepted as a suitable

indicator of expected performance.

The analysis of shielded shipping containers in

relation to certain test requlrenants seems to have

developed to the point where mathwatlcsl models can

be applied with sufficient confidence to warrant

their accept*ace.

A test that should be seriously approached with

mathematical modeling techniques is the 30-ft fall

requirement. (Although other test requirements have

also bean successfully handled In a variety of ways,,

they Are not discussed here.) The requirements for

this particular test state that the container shall

fall for 30 feet and strike an essentially unyield-

ing surface so as to cause »prf—i1 dasaga to the

container.

Damage from such a free fall varies consider-

ably with various container eonflguraClons, mate-

rials, sad physical dimensions, but generally what

must be predicted is whether the container will



retain the capability to confine its contents mat

provide shielding fro* their radioactivity. These

questions can usually be answered aost accurately

and thoroughly after in actual or model test, but

because of the great variability In strength and

ductility of weld joists and aperture coverings,

even an actual test offers considerable room for

Judgment about the reproduciblllty of the teat re-

sults. Even core Judgnent is required In using s

mathematical ovodel because the answers yield infor-

mation only about deformation, and perhaps stresses,

if one is fortunate enough Lo analyze an elastic

body.

To minimize such subjective factors »aA maxi-

mize the information gained, a combination of ex-

perimental and mathematical nethods was chosen for

this Investigation. The results fron a voluaetric

displacement method are coasered with rssulta of

tests on lead cylinders and steel-jkcketed lead-

filled shipping containers. Additional data ob-

tained by extrapolating the test results are alsc

presented. These extvapolated test results are also

conoared with reaults of voluaetric dlsplaeeaent

anslysis. Data were extrapolated through a dynaalc

analysis of the lead cylinders, treating each of

them as several lumped musee, close-coup'ad by sim-

ulated sprloga having vlscoelastlc properties.

Mathematical models have been used by others

to predict daaage froa the 30-ft free fall. These

models have ranged from the classical theory of

elasticity of an elastic body to a totally plastic

model. Elastic medals may be dismissed without com-

ment, but the perfectly plastic mode? used with the

theory of conservation of energy will be discussed

in detail, for It la essentially this model that

yields suitably reliable results for seas Impact

configurations. End Impact of containers Is es-

pecially applicable If the/ are uniform cylinders

or rectangles, Cornsr drops also can be treated, if

the containers can be: Modeled aa trursated cones.

Data fcr the corner-drop evnluatton ware obtained

through solution of the vlscoelaatlc modal.

The concept of a volumetric displscemsnt model

can be developed by considering the kinetic energy

of the container at time of Impact to be equal to

the transformation of the potential energy.

Kinetic Energy - Potential Energy - Loascs,

Then tt one seglecta losses, the kinetic eosicgy of

the container at time of impact Is

KE - 360 x W (ln.lb)

After Impact, analysis -,f the distribution of this

kinetic energy shows that It Is transformed aa fol-

lows.

Stored Elastic Energy " SEE,
Energy Transmitted Into drop pad - ET,
Energy Loss through plaatic action » EL.

A quick calculation of the maximum energy capacity

of lead shews that

SEE =- % f x volume .

Then, for example,, If one chooses oy » 2050 psi ,

E - 1.60 x 10s ps i ,
SEE - 0.00805 x volume,

•ad upon comparing tb» elastic energy (SEE) to the
kinetic energy from the 30-ft f a l l , one finds that
title stored elastic energy i s a small port of the
total energy that Bust be dissipated through plastic
deformation. Consrf.derlag 1 in . 3 of lead,

SE3 - 0.0C405 ( la . lb ) ,
KE - PE - 1.02 ( in . lb) ,
SKE/PE * 0,8* .

Thus, the stored elastic energy is snail enough to

be neglected for this calculation.

The amount of energy trausodtted luto the "es-

sentially unyielding surface" depends primarily upon

the relative masses oi the drop pad and shipping

container, and tha stlfxxtss of the supporting soil.

The general equation for the work done oo the drop

pad can be written as

E - dt

where

F(t) - force applied to toe pad by tb* con-
tainer,

Me - mast of the container,
M - wmM* ot the pad,
R(x) » soil resistance upon the pad.



If we aiiuae that the soil resistance develops very

•lowly with respect to the load time P(t), we can

derive an equation that meosures the naxlaua possi-

ble transmitted energy.

If R(x) - 0 ,

E" 2(iMtT '

where I - total Impulse for end impact conditions.

The force exerted upon the pad by the container can

be taken to be essentially constant over the period

during which it acts, and equal to the yield strength

of the lead time* the are* upon which it acts. Thus,

P(t) -7A

Extending this concept to calculate the time (t) over

which the force la applied, one may write

Nominal
M.*a

.iisJL
4
4
4
6

6

6

Noalnsl
Length

12

18

24

18

27

36

lb/iri?
a

2122
2152
2158
2152
2155
2157

Taat
tfrac)

0.0028
0.0032
0.0045
0.0032
0.0046
0,0067

Calc.
t(aec)

0.0032
0.C047
0.0062
0.0047
0.0069
0.0088

Note that with the simplifying assumptions such an

Approximation of Che impact duration cannot be ex-

pected to yield very accurate results. The results

nay, however, be used with SOBS confidence because

the tiae predicted ia greater than that actually

observed, and will yield concervaSlve computations

of Che iopulse transmission. Then one can write an

Impulse equation.

I - P x t »

Me

where

A » area of container contact,
V » velocity of container after 30~ft *>ae

fall,
a - acceleration.

But, for cylindrical containers, the a&ae may be ex-

pressed a* a function of length, density, and croa3-

sectlonal area.

where

Then

container length (in.),
lead strength (psi),
weight density of lead.

0.555L
9

Values for o wry be obtainad froc equaelons

developed later. Those values and the accoapenying

prediction for time of load application to the pad

are ccoxtared at the tofi of the n«xt coluaa to the

measured tlass froa thn drop tasts.

E »

uid bacauae

the sMxinum possible transferred energy can ba ex-

pressed as

BT

The energy value thus predicted could also be da-

rived by conservation of amentum. Even if the drop

pad support is weak enough so that resistance de-

velops very slowly with respect to load duration,

the aaxiaoa energy that can be transferred equal*

the ratio of the container mass to that of the drop

plus the container. If better support conditions

exist and the resistance develops rapidly, an addi-

tional correction factor (F) anat be applied and

the equation will be

The correction factor, F, aay ba found In Kef. 2 for



various ratios of load durattca to pad natural fre-

quencies (t/T).

The natural period of vibration, T, for the pad

can be approximated by considering the pad as a

lumped mesa, M, supported by weightless springs with

soil support constant*, K.

If tht drop pad has sufficient aass and re-

sistance so that the energy transfer can be neg-

lected, then an equation for energy balance will

express the equality of potential energy sod the

energy loer through deforaation of the lead. Then

one can write an equation for energy loss due to de-

formation.

EL F(A)

Because the elastic strain energy 1* very ••all, one

can consider the stress, o,to be a constant equal to

the yield strength of lead.

puting facility, a second mathematical model was de-

veloped to extrapolate the test results to Include

tapered cylinders. Such cylinders resemble the

geometry of a cylindrical container landing on edge.

These solutions were accomplished by considering the

container to be a close-coupled, lumped-nasa system

with the coupling between masses having characteris-

tics of a modified vlssoelactic material. Figure 1

Is a schematic of the model. A time history vaa

calculated using Hewaark's techniques. The spring

properties were developed from an equation for lead

strength proposed by Slater and havir£ the general

form

a - K C Vn\

Using the drop test results, the vcloes of the con-

stants, n, K, and C, are found to be

n - 2.0,
K - 6750 psi,
C - 0.0004.

The results of applying this lead behavior predic-

A(A>

Becacfe the area, A, may be a function of the dis-

placement, L, the equation for energy loas, EL , can

be expressed as

EL - - OV

so that ana hits a very simple expression to evaluate

in order to express th« relationship of energy loss

to the volume, V, of material displaced by Iryact,

A suitable value for 0 must be chosen, and, be-

cause compressed lead behave* like a vlacoelastic

material, the average condition of atraln and strain

rate should be considered MM In Evans1 work.

recc rids

0 - 2050 + 16680c

as the equation for lead strength, where c la de-

fined as the unit (train of the material.

Because of the limited funds for physical test-

ing and the availability of a large electronic com-

Lumped Mas System

a *i.8O»io*

6 (in/in)

Spring Conttont Sch«metle<S|)

Condition! Of EaaHmvfcsn

Fig. 1 . Tapered cyl inder model.



tion to the time history displacement calculation

itay be seen (Fig. 4) to agree very well with the

test results.

The ti.ua history displacement problem was

solved on a CDC 6600 coaputer by solving for the

equations of equilibrium for the lassies shown In

Fig. 1, Thus,

M i X i " \

- 6750 0.0004 <*"( A «°-** ,

where
C - relative unit strain,
C - relative strain velocity,
A » cross --rational area*.

The relative strain is represented as a function of

displacement (X.),

If we assume that the acceleration pattern of any

mass can be represented, accurately enough by des-

cribing the curve with a aeries of straight lines

like those shown below, we can write further equa-

tions.

5 I

Choosing the beginning of any time period (it) to

be time = 0 and the end of the period to be At, one

can write the following for 0 * t * it.

For acceleration: X(t) - X(0)

For velocity: X(t) X(t)dt

X(O)t f
For displacement: X(t)

- | |x(At>f2X(0)f c3 + X(0)t + X(0) .

Then, for any oaas(M.) within the system, the ac-

celeration values X*(0). and X(At). depend upon the

relative position of the masses adjacent to M., and

one must use an iterative technique to determine the

conditions that satisfy the displacement equation.

The forces acting upoa mass M. are calculated from

the strain values according to

where H Is the cylinder length divided by the num-

ber of lumped masses used to simulate the container.

Thusi one can write a complete cycle of dependence

and it remains only to find a set of values that

will satisfy all of the conditions expressed.

This can be done by using an iterative tech-

nique for each time period, A c The coaputer per-

forms a sequence of calculations by systematically

assuming accelerations, and terminates that seq-

uence when the resulting acceleration agrees well

enough with the assumption to yield the accuracy

desired.

If short enough tiae increments are chosen to

ensure convergence and stability, a digital computer

can arrive at a suitable r.ef of conditions within &

few hundred Iteration cycles. The coaputer thec

proceeds to the nest tine increment, and repeats

the process until the desired time span is covered.

Such a process, while relatively simple In concept,

Is essentially unusable without au electronic com-

puter. The results given hare were calculated using

a time increment oi 1 i 10~ sec. This small incre-

ment ensures high internal accuracy. Thus, for even

the shortest cylinder calculated, tha cumber of

iterations approaches a quarter of a million, an

impossible task for hand calculation.

Because the objective was to measure the accu-

racy of a simple volumetric-displacement model, the

tests of deformation of chemically pure lead were

followed by tests of deformation of steel-jacketed

containers.

Saaplcs of the lead cylinders ar« shown la Fig.

2. Each cylinder Is numbered with Its noalnsl diam-

eter and length in inches. These cylinders were

dropped froro a height of 30 ft onto an essentially

unyielding surface. Energy transfer frno th-j cylin-

der to the drop pad was less thsa II on the hstia of



4-24;

4-18

6-36 i

4-12

Lead Cylinders Before Drop Lead Cylinders After Drop

Simulated Container Before Drop
18-36'

Simulated Container After Drop

Fig. 2, Cylinders and simulated container tested.

the equation* presented earlier. Strain-distribution

data were taken by marking the cylinder at measured

iatervale before dropping and recording changes

c«^?ed by the drop. A steel-jacketed simulated con-

tainer It alto shown in Fig. 2» Data were taken on

this and on an actual container (not shown) in a

manner like that used for the lead cylinders, but

only the vertical lead settlement is reported here.

The vertical strain in the outer steel jacket was

very small, owing to the absence of bonding between

the lead and the steel shell.

Total deformation and strain-distribution



characteristics were obtained froa the l«ad cylinder*.

Total deformation provided a cheek of the voluaetrlc-

dlsplacement method of analysis and, combined with

the strain distribution, gave a standard of comparl-

son for checking the viecoelastic model and verify-

ing the constants used la the viscoelastlc strength

equations. Strain distribution of the tested lead

cylinders Is plotted In Fig. 3. A basic pattern is

common to cylinders of all diameters and lengths,

but some pattern changes probebly would result If

cylinder lengths were significantly increased.

End effects due to friction of the lead against

the drop pad Increase the strength through lateral

confinement and slightly reduce the strain at the

point of contact of lead and drop pad. This causes

a slight bulging above the described Interface be-

cause of increased strength at Che contact point.

This affect is not clearly evident In the figure,

owing to ecatter of the data points, but diameter

measurements (not reported here) indicate it to be

so. Figure 3 also shows the strain distribution

obtained from the viscoelastlc model. Near the

upper end of long cylinders, such as the 6-36, the

strains tend to diminish much more rapidly than In

the shorter cylinder. Also shown in Fig. 3 is a

comparison of the vlscoelastic model with the test

results. As noted, the major discrepancy results

from the boundary conditions between the cylinder

and drop pad. No attempt was acde to coopensate for

these end effects, because good agreement with the

total deformation was achieved.

For most damage predictions, the moat useful

Information is knowledge of total deforaition. The

deformations obtained from the testa, volumetric

displacement calculations, and viscoelastlc model

are shown In Fig. 4. In addition to the results

from testing cylindrical specimens, there Is a com-

parison of the results from applying the two dif-

ferent mathematical techniques to tapered cylinders.

The accuracy with which the viscoelastlc model

duplicates the total displacement results of the

tests is reason enough to try to extend the data

from this model to cover tapered cylinders. Because

the equation for viscoelastlc strength Is Independ-

ent of the shape of the elementary masses, there Is

no reason to restrict its use to conical shapes.

Tetrahedral elements should also behave In the same

manner. Before extending the method too far, how-

ever, additional testing to provide check points Is

advisable.

To extend the data to tapered cylinders (trun-

cated cones), two taper values were selected. In

the first, the ratio of end diameters (D^/D^) was

0.5; in the second, 0,1. The smaller value seems

applicable for any ratio smaller than 0.1, which is

only a small deviation from a true cone. Comparing

.2 .3 .7.4 .5 .6

Normalized Length (X/L)

Fig. 3. Strain distribution of lead cylinders.

1.0



• T«t Rmultl

W Etanmt «MgM

Fig. 4. Predicted deformation of lead.

these curves with those obtained by voluiaetric dis-

placement, one sees that the two method* yield near-

ly identical results.

In developing the equations of strength for

the volumetric displacement model, the following

equation was used, as suggested by Evans.

OF - 2050 + 16680 t ,

Thus, In cylinders the effect of strain hardening

is usually very slight compared to that in truncated

cones. A complete equation for use In the volumet-

ric displacement calculation la

- 2050 + 16680 (1.5 1.4K) f (pal)

where

A Is the total deformation distance,
L la the origin.il container length,
K Is the dlametur ratio (D1/D2), 0.1 * K * 1.

Application of this equation yields the results sean

in Fig. 4. Usually deformation predicted by the

volumetric deformation method is greater than that

from other method*. For strongly tapered shapes,

the prediction curves croaa and the volumetric dis-

placement method tends to underestimate the visco-

•lactic model prediction by a small amount.

Steel-jacketed shipping containers add at least

two significant Items that should be considered.

The steel jacket laterally confines the lead, and

the retaining effect of the steel base plate upon

the cylinder wall provides further lateral confine-

ment. Lateral confinement by the steel jacket can

be approximated by a thin-wall pressure vessel whose

material strength Is somewhere between yield and ul-

timate strength of steel. Then the Internal pressure

can be evaluated by the clasaic equation

£22t
2t£
D

which represents the confining pressure supplied by

the steel cylinder where

where (c ) is the effective unit strain for the ele-

ment. Evaluation of effective strain becomes neces-

sary because the equation was darived from tested

specimens vhoae strains were essentially constant

throughout their length. In a cylinder, th« maxi-

mum strain occurs at the point of impact and Is

usually about 1.5 tines the average strain. But,

In tapered shapes, this ratio may be as such as 4

or 5 times average atrain. ?or cylinders and trun-

cated conea whose taper varlea from R • 1 to 0.1,

effective atrain may be taken as

( - (1.5 - 1.4K) e
eve

yield stress * ff £ ultimate stress,
D » cylinder diameter,
t » cylinder wall thickness.

Then the equation for the confined strength of lead

will be

0 - P + 2050 + 16680 (1.5 - 1.4K) £ (pel) .

Note that the confining effect of the end plate bas

beon neglected and that, therefore, the resulting

deformation prediction should be somewhat higher

than the teat reault. Figure 5 showa curves derived

froa the preceding equation of lead strength for
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Volumetric Displacement Calculation
Test Specimen

•7 WALL TEST SPECIMEN
4

- % S t « l Wall

— Sf«t*l Walt
4

WALL TEST SPECIMEN

12 16 20 24 28

Container Diameter (in.)

36 40

Fig. 5. Lead settlement in 36-in.-high, steel-jacketed
cylindrical containers.

36-irio-high steel containers of various thicknesses.

Lead settlement is the difference In vertical defor-

mation between the steel jacket and the confined

lead cylinder. The steel jacket deformation was

very small) so the settlement values essentially

equal the deformation of a laterally confined lead

cylinder. Steel Jacket strength was assumed to be

80,000 psl, almost ultimate for the material.

Two specimens were tested to evaluate the re-

sults of the lead settlement prediction. One Is

shown In Fig. 2. Results for lead settlement with-

in the %-in.-wall, steel-jacket, simulated container

agree fairly well with prediction. Considering the

discrepancy expected from intentional omission of

the base-plate confinement effect, the results are

quite good. A test of a shipping container with

f-ln.-thick steel walls also provided reasonable

agreeaent between predicted and test results. Again,

neglecting the effect of end confinement causes a

conservative prediction. In this case an even larger

discrspancy results, largely owing to the greater

base-plate thickness.

The volumetric-displacement technique can pro-

vide valuable insight and usable data for determin-

ing the ability of a container to withstand the ef-

fects of the 30-it free fall accident condition.
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